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Research students, researchers and
professionals who are seeking an authoritative
source of information about any particular





facilitate acquisition of new
expertise
• Thematic index and
extensive cross-referencing to
provide easy access and quick
search functionality 
• Also available online with
active linking.
Encyclopedia of Mathematical Physics 
5 Volumes
First comprehensive encyclopedia in mathematical physics
"An impressively comprehensive
storehouse of our current body of
knowledge and understanding concerning
the mathematical laws governing the
behaviour of our universe. Students and
researchers alike will continue to benefit
greatly from this work for a good many
decades into the future." 
Roger Penrose
2005 List price: EUR 1,795    USD 1,990    GBP 1,245
Introductory 
Price*: EUR 1,395  USD 1,495  GBP 995
*Valid through the end of the 3rd month after publication
Including special
introductory offer!
